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®  
T1500-3-CB620

6” X 20”,                          , FIBRE RE-INFORCED, CONCRETE
TRENCH DRAIN CATCH BASIN WITH INTEGRAL  
STAINLESS STEEL RAIL AND GRATE SYSTEM

Location:

Specification: MIFAB® Series T1500-3-CB620, 6” wide, 19.68” long x 23.62” deep FILCOTEN catch basin. Catch basin is manufactured from a fibre-
reinforced concrete based material. Each catch basin is manufactured with an integral 4mm thick, extra heavy duty, stainless steel rail and is capable 
of receiving body sections 0N-3, 5-3, 5N-3, 10-3 and 10N-3 . Standard with a 4” No Hub side outlet. Grate options include heavy duty slotted and 
perforated stainless steel (Load Class C). Grates are secured to the body with a four point self-locking system.

Function: Used in residential and commercial areas such as showers, shopping malls, showrooms, food and pharmaceutical facilities, plazas and 
other areas that require an architectural finish. Ideal for environmentally sensitive areas because the catch basin is free of resins, heavy metals, 
VOC and all chemicals. Exceptional adhesion to surrounding concrete foundation due to the concrete composition of the catch basin – resulting in a 
monolithic all concrete installation. Less breakage during transport and installation due to impact resistant, fibre-reinforced concrete material. Typically 
installed within a T1500-3 section of trench drain to receive debris and redirect waste water to the underground piping. They can be placed at the end 
of the trench run or at any other point in the system.

Load Class C- Heavy Duty, DIN 19580, 56,000 lbs. 1,162 psi. For commercial pneumatic tire traffic patterns and tractor trailers.

Note: All grates are made with a four point (snap in) grate locking system.

15”
5.43”

Extra heavy duty (4mm) thick 
stainless steel integral rail

Heavy duty, stainless steel 
perforated grate 

(1/4” dia. holes) (Class C) 
(T1500-PG-FPSC-500)

Residue free exterior 
(Enhanced adhesion to 
surrounding concrete)

Heavy duty stainless steel slotted 
grate 

(.31” wide x 3.15” long slots) 
(Class C)(T1500-PG-FSSC-500) 

Anti-sliding locking system to prevent 
longitudinal grate movement

Four point self locking
(snap in) grate locking system

Capable of receiving T1500-3 
body sections 0N, 5, 5N, 10, 10N

23.62”

19.68”

The female connection is designed with an inside gasket to receive 4" cast iron no hub pipe only. 
Insert the 4" cast iron no hub pipe into the female connection and ensure that it passes the inside gasket.

5.11”
FILCOTEN® Fibre 
re-inforced, concrete 
catch basin body

11.06”
13.46”

Fabricated Grates

Suffix Description

-PGC Perforated Polyamide - C- Heavy Duty with fiX self-locking system

-FSPC-500 Perforated Stainless Steel - C- Heavy Duty with fiX self-locking system

-FSSC-500 Stainless Steel, Fabricated Reinforced Slotted grate - Class C, 1/2 Meter long

-FSSC-500 Stainless Steel, Fabricated Reinforced Slotted grate - Class C, 1/2 Meter long

End caps / outlets / accessories

Suffix Description

-6 Vandal proof grate lockdown (stainless steel) (Not for perforated grates) (per grate)
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